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PENTAIR AQUATIC ECO-SYSTEMS

POINT FOUR™ MONITORS & CONTROLLERS
Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems is committed to innovation, technology and design solutions
for every aspect of aquatic systems, from commercial aquaculture to large-scale aquariums
to lake and pond management. To maintain and ensure the balance of these complex
environments, Pentair’s range of Point Four™ monitoring and controlling equipment gives you
the peace of mind to know your investment is in good hands. From energy-efficient drum
filter control to remote monitoring of recirculating aquaculture systems (RAS),
Point Four monitors and controllers have you covered.
Whether you’re in need of design services for monitoring and controlling a new operation,
or compatible technology and support for an existing site, we will provide the expertise and
equipment to address your specific needs.
With a world-class team of designers, engineers, biologists and technicians backed by the
global resources of Pentair, we’re here to ensure your success.
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Point Four RIU3

POINT FOUR™ RIU3 REMOTE WATER MONITOR/CONTROLLER
The Point Four RIU3 (Remote Interface Unit) offers a host of features suited to
our customers’ detailed requirements for continuous monitoring & control of
water parameters.The RIU3 functions as either a stand-alone field mounted
transmitter/controller, or can be daisy chained t o create a multi-linked
network connection, supporting up to 40 units.

The RIU3 will accept multiple input types (4-20mA/ 0 -5 V/ Modbus RS485)
and contains 2 SPDT 4amp relays which can be setup for up to six control
blocks. Control blocks are configured directly via the keypad, or through a PC
using a computer connection cable; allowing users to setup local control and
configure alarm conditions

An unlimited amount of multi-linked network con nections can be made
allowing for a scalable system from small hatchery operations to large RAS
systems. Users can collect, manipulate and control all of their data via the
Point Four RIU3 Controller, Point Four LC3 To uch Controller or with a
computer using Point Four Sync HMI Software (windows based).

A key feature of the RIU3 is tank side probe calibration, which is easily
performed using the weatherproof 4 button keypad. Probe calibration can
now be done by just one operator, allowing the user to service the probe and
adjust values all at the same probe location.
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POINT FOUR LC3
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Point Four RIU3

SYSTEM SPECS
POWER

12-24VDC, 120mA

SENSOR POWER

Onboard isolated 24VDC loop power supply
(optional)

DISPLAY

8x2 Character, Large Font, LCD Backlit

INPUT

2 Sensor Input (user selectable):
1 Probe input (optically isolated)
(4-20mA /0 -5V/ Modbus RS485) &
1 Aux input (optically isolated ) for Temp or Bp

OUTPUT ALARM

Two SPDT 4 Amp relay-user configurable,
LCD/LED Alarm Indicator
Modbus RTU RS485 communication port,
Network addressable 1-99.

CONTROL
OUTPUT

Two relay outputs with selectable control band,
ON/OFF function

ENVIRONMENTAL

NEMA 4X/IP65, Sealed Cable Glands

TEMPERATURE

-5 °C to +60 °C, - Operation
-10 °C to +60 °C, - Storage

RELATIVE
HUMIDITY

5% to 85% RH at up to +40 °C - Operation
5% to 40% RH above +40 °C up to +60 °C - Storage

ALTITUDE

Up to 3,000 m ( 10,000 ft ) Operation/Storage

DIMENSIONS

125mm x 145mm x 75mm
[ 4.9” x 5.7” x 3” ]

WEIGHT

457 grams [1 lb]

ACCESSORIES

Wall Mount Bracket/Weather Shield

EXPANSION PORT

Onboard Data Logging Capability
VARIOUS SENSOR INPUT TYPES:
Oxygen, Temperature, Bp, pH/ORP, Salinity, TGP, Optical DO

Stand Alone RIU3 Units (RIU3/Probe/Power Supply)
MODEL		

EACH

1SSS6011

RIU3 WT DO/TEMP 7M PWR AD.

$1,172.00

1SSS6011B

RIU3 WT DO/TEMP 15M PWR AD.

1,265.00

1SSS6011C

RIU3 WT DO/TEMP 25M PWR AD.

1,316.00

1SSS6012

RIU3 WT DO PROBE %SAT 3M PWR AD.

1,205.00

1SSS6013

RIU3 WT DO PROBE MG/L 3M PWR AD.

1,208.00

1SSS6014

RIU3 WT RDO OPTICAL DO 10M PWR AD.

3,140.00

1SSS6016

RIU3 WT TGP PROBE 5M PWR AD.

1,210.00

1SSS6017

RIU3 WT ORP PROBE 6M PWR AD.

1,312.00

1SSS6018

RIU3 WT PH 800 PROBE 20FT PWR AD.

1,199.00

1SSS6019

RIU3 W/SALINITY MEASURE-SIGNET COND 10 CELL TEMP

2,552.00

RIU3 + DO/Temp Probe(s) on PVC Panel wt or wo Solenoid Valve(s) and Flow Meter(s)
MODEL		

RIU3 W/DO/T 7M CABLE, 15LPM FM, 24VDC SV, PVC

$1,579.00

1SSS6021

RIU3 W/DO/T 7M CABLE, 3.5LPM FM, 24VDC SV, PVC

2,333.00

1SSS6022

RIU3 W/DO/T 15M CABLE, 15LPM FM, 24VDC SV, PVC

2,063.00

1SSS6023

RIU3 W/DO/T 7M CABLE, 8LPM FM, 24VDC SV, PVC

1,598.00

1SSS6024

RIU3 W/DO/T 7M CABLE, 15LPM FM, 12VDC SV, PVC

1,659.00

1SSS6031

1 RIU3 WT DO/T 7M PVC PLATE

1,254.00

1SSS6032

2 RIU3 WT DO/T 7M PVC PLATE

2,360.00

1SSS6033

3 RIU3 WT DO/T 7M PVC PLATE

3,483.00

MODEL		

1SSS6040

RIU3 WT DO/T 7M ENCLOSURE

Alerting Alarm Conditions via Light, Siren or SMS and Dosing
Oxygen or Controlling Blowers

EACH

1SSS6020

RIU3 + DO/Temp Probe(s) in Enclosure wt or wo Solenoid Valve(s) and Flow Meter(s)

2 RELAY OUTPUTS:

EACH
$1,471.00

1SSS6050

RIU3 DO/T 7M ENCL 15LPM FM 24VDC SV

1,837.00

1SSS6051

RIU3 DO/T 15M ENCL 15LPM FM 24VDC SV

1,970.00

1SSS6052

RIU3 DO/T 7M ENCL 15LPM FM 12VDC SV

2,139.00

1SSS6053

RIU3 DO/T 15M ENCL 15LPM FM 12VDC SV

1,982.00

1SSS6054

2 RIU3 DO/T 7M ENCL 15LPM FM 24VDC SV

3,464.00

1SSS6055

2 RIU3 DO/T 15M ENCL 15LPM FM 24VDC SV

3,531.00

1SSS6056

2 RIU3 DO/T 7M ENCL 15LPM FM 12VDC SV

3,329.00

1SSS6057

2 RIU3 DO/T 15M ENCL 15LPM FM 12VDC SV

3,514.00

1SSA028

PC DATA CABLE AND SOFTWARE

78.79

CALL FOR ADDITIONAL
CONFIGURATION OPTIONS
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CUSTOMIZED CONTROLLERS FROM
PENTAIR AQUATIC ECO-SYSTEMS

A RANGE OF CAPABILITIES

No two aquatic applications are the same; and over the years, we’ve found
that every real-world application has a unique set of needs. That’s why
Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems offers a variety of controller solutions that
deliver a wide-range of capabilities for monitoring and control of your
specific system needs. Our custom-configured controller systems provide
unparalleled visibility of your aquatic facilities’ unique parameters;
along with the ability to monitor and control a nearly limitless number
of system attributes and features.

CONTROLLERS THAT MEET YOUR NEEDS
Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems employs a full-time team of pioneering
engineers in our New Product Development (NPD) department. In order
to meet our customer’s needs, our New Product Development team works
through a detailed process which takes into account the needs of the
end-user; determining how those needs can be met by a custom-configured
controller solution.

HOW THE PROCESS WORKS
The process starts with our highly-trained sales representatives, who work
directly with customers to determine what’s needed for a particular
application. Do you need to measure dissolved oxygen in the water, and control
supplemental oxygen dosing if the level drops below a user-defined threshold?
No problem… Do you want to have a touch screen that shows the flow rate, water
temperature and salinity for each tank in your system? We can do that! What
about sending you a text message or email if an alarm triggers a water leak
when you’re not on site? No problem…

WHAT CAN WE DO FOR YOU?
To put it simply; our highly-skilled team can combine sensors, relays,
programmable logic controllers, touch screens, wireless systems and
computers to provide a comprehensive overview of any number of system
parameter that you desire; along with the ability to manipulate and change
those parameters in real time. The possibilities are limitless, and the process
starts as we work with you to determine which specific attributes of your
system need to be monitored/controlled in order to allow the facility to
operate in a stable, reliable manner.

There are several customizable systems and a wide-array of sensors that we
have applied to project installs in the past; including temperature, oxygen,
and carbon dioxide sensors, as well as safety sensors to prevent floods or
leaks. We can offer controllers for Commercial Aquaculture production that
have the capability to manage pH dosing; altering the pH levels in the water
automatically. Aquariums and zoos can use a customized Pentair Aquatic
Eco-Systems controller equipped with wind speed sensors. During periods
of high wind, the controller can engage a variable frequency drive to attenuate
the pump’s flow rate to prevent unwanted waterfall or fountain overspray.
Our systems can also employ water level sensors to avoid spillover events in
sensitive laboratory environments. We’ve even customized systems to allow
users to control pump flow rate and oxygen dosing levels during periods of
fish feeding to help prevent uneaten feed from being drawn into the filters;
preventing costly waste and reducing unwanted filter fouling.
Additionally, our controllers offer many ways to access system data, even if
you are not physically on site or in the lab. Remote text message capabilities
can be set to provide reports or updates about the system to ensure things are
running smoothly. While travelling, use your smartphone, laptop or tablet to
display real-time system values, providing system data anytime from anywhere.
In summary, if you can dream it; we can build it.

POST-INSTALL SUPPORT
Once installed, our NPD team has the ability to do “live tweaks” to your system
remotely and can adjust controls or sensors from an App located on a cellular
device. Our global field service team can also provide in-person support for
ongoing system maintenance and upgrades… In short, we understand the
commitment required to provide top-notch service and support, and we are
here when you need us.

CREATING SUCCESS…TOGETHER
Prepared to work with you to create monitoring and control systems that solve
challenges and create opportunities. Contact us today to determine how our
specialized capabilities in the area of monitoring and control can meet the
unique needs of your facility.

TAILOR MADE SYSTEMS
As we work to understand the unique needs of your system and your specific
operational goals, we’ll define the monitoring and control parameters by
establishing a documented ‘Theory of Operation.’ This is a detailed set of
specifications and operational information that is defined by us and approved
by you. Once approved, the Theory of Operation is relayed to our Engineering
dept. For most solutions, we apply a layer of unique configuration and
customization to one of our existing field-proven controller platforms (ex. Point
Four™ C1210). Once we’ve outlined all the hardware and software, we’ll prepare
a detailed cost quote which is presented to you for approval. Upon approval,
our team gets to work assembling, programming and testing your tailor
made controller. All monitoring and control equipment produced in the Pentair
Aquatic Eco-Systems production facility is backed by UL508A certification for
the design and manufacturing of industrial control panels.

POINT FOUR C-SERIES

C150

C351
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POINT FOUR™ LC3 WATER MONITOR/CONTROLLER
The Point Four LC3 has been fully redesigned with connectivity in mind,
allowing users full access to their system, from anywhere at any time - even
on the go!
We have expanded the capabilities of the LC3 with 2 screen size options 7”
and 10”. The LC3 10” allows users to create a system supporting up to 48
RIU3 inputs and allows more configuration options for direct digital and
analog input and output. Displaying, notifying and reacting to sensor data is
what the LC3 does best. Whether it’s triggering a low level water sensor
alarm for an individual pen, cycling oxygen diffusers or sending an email/
text message system alert warning to your smart phone; the Point Four LC3
is designed to keep your operations running smoothly & efficiently.
Users can collect, manipulate, or control their data locally via the LC3’s
clear and intuitive touch screen monitor or connect remotely using a smart
device or PC to access the built-in web-server.

Features
• Remote access compatible with a wide range of devices [Android™ platform,
iOS™ mobile digital device, OS X®, Linux and Windows® Operating Systems]

7” SCREEN

10” SCREEN

REMOTE ACCESS
DEVICES

• Built-in web server allows control system access thru the internet via web
browsers
• Automated data logging for all connected Point Four RIU3 controllers,
control devices, and sensors

REAL VNC
REMOTE VIEW

CLOUD

(VIRTUAL NETWORK COMPUTING) CONNECTIVITY

• Communication options via Web Server
• Auto dialer output
• Digital alarm output
• Send email and email to SMS functions (Short Message Service)
• FTP (File Transfer Protocol)

POINT FOUR LC3

• Remote System Access via VNC (Virtual Network Computing)
• Comprehensive Customer Support—Take advantage of our considerable
engineering expertise and thorough after-sales support. Remote support
allows troubleshooting and updates via the internet.

POINT FOUR
RIU3

POINT FOUR
RIU3

SYSTEM SPECS

POINT FOUR
RIU3

SENSE
ALARM

CONTROL

CALL FOR SYSTEM CONFIGURATION INFORMATION AND PRICING

VOLTAGE

110–230VAC or 24VDC

DISPLAY

7” (16:9) Touch Screen, LED Backlit / 800x480 (WVGA)
10” (4:3) Touch Screen, LED Backlit/800x600 (SVGA)

MAX RIU3 INPUTS

7” Model – 24 RIU3 Units
10” Model – 48 RIU3 Units

DIGITAL OUTPUTS

2 (dedicated for Alarm Light + AutoDialer)

OPERATION TEMP

-5ºC to 60ºC (32ºF to 140ºF)

ENCLOSURE RATING
TYPICAL UNIT DIMENSIONS

NEMA 4x/IP66
16” x 14” x 8.35”

Web Dashboard

Remote System Control
Online Orders: PentairAES.com I Phone Orders and Tech Advice: 877.347.4788
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POINT FOUR™ CLOUD MONITORING PLATFORM
Point Four is the secure, reliable and easy to use internet-based data
monitoring cloud service. Provides a suite of features to compliment on site
Point Four monitoring equipment.

Helps optimize operations by analyzing the data being monitored providing
trend analysis and pattern recognition to support system optimization and
preventative maintenance strategies.

Whether you’re a site manager overseeing a single hatchery or a production
manager responsible for multiple operations you are covered.
Access details of your operation in a reliable and data secure platform that
provides a customizable interface suited to your reporting needs.

Collaboration is possible with multiple users from various sites able to access
the same information. With real-time communications and instant updates
built into the core, has everything you’ve always wanted and more.
The lightning fast interface has been designed to work across all smart phones
and computing devices with no software to install and page reloads.

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
FEATURES AND BENEFITS
• View multiple connected devices
from various locations (worldwide)
•W
 orks on all smart phones and
computing devices with no software
to install and page reloads
•R
 eceive system notifications & alerts
via Email/Text message
•C
 ustomizable dashboards for viewing
and reporting data

Site 1

Site 2

Site 3

Site 4

Point Four Web Interface
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KEY FEATURES
Map View

• Google Maps overview with location icons provide a system
status glance of site activity
• Site location markers change color to quickly indicate
system status
• V iew all site locations, share and collaborate with
multiple users

Dashboard
• Easily create custom dashboards with tables, charts,
live images, dials or graphs for specific parameters
• Include additional data sources to such as local weather, tide or
current for additional reporting
• Built in analytics provides trend analysis, pattern recognition,
and system optimization strategies + preventative maintenance

Security, Alarms And Analytics

• Secure data storage with the highest level of data security
• S et Alarm levels and receive Email/Text Notifications to
monitor values that are important to you

8

• User profiles & sharing permissions provide various system
control options

Online Orders: PentairAES.com I Phone Orders and Tech Advice: 877.347.4788
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Touch Screen

Point Four Multi RIU

Oxygen Control

POINT FOUR™ TS WATER MONITOR/
CONTROLLER TRANSPORT SYSTEM
Controlling and Monitoring Specifically Designed
for Transportation
The Point Four TS (Transport System) utilizes
the Point Four MultiRIU, which has been
specifically designed for transportation. The
MultiRIU provides an input connection for 5 DO/
Temp probes to monitor oxygen and temperature
during live fish transport and an output for 5
Relays to actuate a solenoid value/flowmeter
assembly to automatically dose oxygen, based on
specific values set by the end user.
System parameters and settings are transmitted
wirelessly to a portable and weatherproof
Panasonic Tough Pad (IP65 Rated).
Complete functionality of the MultiRIU is quickly
and easily accessed via the TS System touch
screen, view data in the cab of the truck while
transporting, or walk around the vehicle with the
tablet to view and perform system inspections.

Large Easy To Read Touch Screen Display
Values are displayed in large bold type on a color
touch screen that can be manipulated wearing
gloves or even in the rain! Users can choose
to view all parameters at once or alternatively
touch the corresponding screen to view single
parameter details.

Typical Point Four TS Transport System configuration

Trend Graphing

System Features
Trend graphing per unit of measure.
One touch system probe calibration.
Customizable display labels and color coding.
On the fly alarm control—system alarm light.
On-the-fly setpoint control—oxygen dosing levels.

Vehicle Mounting Kit
Data logging and printing.

The TS system can easily be scaled to
include up to 4 MultiRIU units, to provide
monitoring and control up to 20 tanks
(20 probe inputs/20 relays outputs).

Online Orders: PentairAES.com I Phone Orders and Tech Advice: 877.347.4788

IN-HOUSE REPAIR
AND SERVICE AVAILABLE
Contact Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems
for more details.

Alarm and Control Set Points
The user can set optional alarm and control set
points (e.g. to add oxygen) for each channel/tank.
The control system interface is color coded to
indicate each channel’s alarm and control status.
An audible alarm can also be activated based on
certain conditions.

Data Logging
Users can data log system sensor values,
view real time trend graphs and export logged
data as a CSV/Excel format for additional
reporting. The logging rate is user selectable and
can be changed “on the fly” based on transport
conditions (e.g. every 3 seconds or every hour).
An optional printer is available to print logged
values on demand.
CALL FOR SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
INFORMATION AND PRICING
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Measuring, Monitoring and Control System

OXYGUARD COMMANDER AQUACULTURE
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
The Commander system provides fish farmers with
state-of-the-art solutions to maximize security and
efficiency. The modular design allows you to start
with what you need and add components later,
ensuring that you extend the system’s life and
take advantage of new technology. With extensive
data logging functions that enable the fish to be
monitored from egg to table, Commander is a
complete measurement, monitoring and control
system that will meet the demands of your farm
for many years to come.

MASTER BOX

The Commander can control any water quality
parameter that can be measured and controlled,
including the ever-important dissolved oxygen.
Precise oxygen control means better feed
utilization and, in most cases, less oxygen
consumption. Not only can you eliminate spillage,
but you can also use the extensive data logging
functions to enable you to fine-tune your operation.
This will result in optimal feed use and—most
importantly—healthier fish.
The Commander’s oxygen probe has a nearly
unbreakable membrane, fast response time and
an exceptionally long life. It measures D.O. in
mg/L, % saturation and temperature, and is not
cross-sensitive to carbon dioxide. It has barometric
pressure compensation and automatic calibration.
Commander’s advanced controller functions,
including PID regulation, provide an unprecedented
precision of stability for important water
quality parameters.

A NEW CONCEPT FOR MEASUREMENT AND CONTROL
• Unsurpassed overview and security.
• Easy to optimize operation–both of daily production and strategic operation.

CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION AND PRICING.

• Add measurement and control anywhere, any time just plug a new unit into the data link.
• Access the system from anywhere.
If you’re in the field just connect a PC to the data link If you’re in the office just use the nearest PC - If you‘re farther
away use the internet.
• Only a single data cable for all signals right up to the point of measurement.
• Radio link for even more freedom and flexibility and it can run on
solar cells.
• Range of units for easy system construction just add a unit for more measurement and control.
• Easy integration with other systems link measurement and control with other functions - feeding
- illumination etc.

MASTER BOX

FIELD BUS

SWITCH
IP

Online Orders: PentairAES.com I Phone Orders and Tech Advice: 877.347.4788
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OXYGUARD® PACIFIC
The OxyGuard Pacific is a measuring, monitoring
and control system designed for use in fish farms.
It is both multichannel and multiparameter, and
forms a modular small-size complete system.
A member of the Commander series of equipment,
it can be used as a stand-alone system or as part of
a larger Commander system. An important feature
of Pacific is its extensive connection capabilities.
It has P-NET data bus for connection to other
Commander components, IP connection for LAN
or Internet, Profibus for use with other field bus
systems and two USB ports that can be used for a
number of purposes. It also has an SD card socket
for data interchange. An additional feature is the
option that enables Pacific to connect to an
OxyGuard wireless probe system, where the
various probes and other measuring, monitoring
and control devices interconnect using wireless
signals. Pacific brings the complete functionality
of Commander to small systems and to
installations where few measurements and
points of control are situated at large distances
from each other.
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION AND PRICING.

CABLES AND PROBES SOLD SEPARATELY

OxyGuard®is a registered trademark of Thermal Gas Systems, Inc.

OXYGUARD PROBE SPECS
MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLE

Galvanic oxygen partial pressure cell,
self-polarizing, self temperature
compensating.

WEIGHT

Probe alone 0.2 kg. Probe with 7m
cable 0.5 kg.

ACCURACY

Depends on calibration and conditions.
Typical better than +/-1% of value.

TEMPERATURE

Precision NTC

CONNECTIONS

4 lead cable, standard cable length
= 7 m.

OUTPUT STABILITY

In air at constant temperature stable to
within +/- 1% over 1 year.

DIMENSIONS

Diameter = 58 mm, length = 59 mm.

MEASUREMENT RANGE

0 to 20 mg/l (ppm)/ 0 to 200 % sat,
higher on request. Temp. from 5°C.

ACCURACY, TEMPERATURE

+/- 0.3°C.

OPERATING CONDITIONS

0 to 40°C, pressure to 2 bar. Higher on
request.

STORAGE TEMPERATURE

-5 to +60°C.

OXYGUARD PACIFIC MAIN UNIT SPECS
CONSTRUCTION

ABS enclosure with touch-screen display
and alarm buzzer.

OPERATING CONDITIONS

-10 to +50°C. Max. 90% humidity
noncondensing. Enclosure IP65.

MAIN UNIT OUTPUTS

4 on/off signals, 6 relays with potential
free changeover (SPDT) contacts.

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHT

b x h x d: 295 x 280 x 150 mm, 1.2 kg.

STORAGE CONDITIONS

-10 to +60°. Max. 90% humidity
noncondensing.

DISPLAY

7” touch screen.

SUPPLY AND CONSUMPTION

15 to 33VDC.

MAIN UNIT INPUTS

Max 20 probes, 4 wired probes, others
wireless. 4 on/off signals.

VERSIONS

Input unit for 8 probes, output unit with
8 relays, other as required.

OXYGUARD PACIFIC INPUT UNIT AND OUTPUT UNIT SPECS
CONSTRUCTION

ABS enclosure.

SUPPLY AND CONSUMPTION

15 to 33VDC.

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHT

b x h: 295 x 280 mm.

OPERATING CONDITIONS

-10 to +50°C. Max. 90% humidity noncondensing. Enclosure IP65.
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Oxygen Meter

OXYGUARD® ATLANTIC OXYGEN METER
The OxyGuard Atlantic is an accurate, reliable and
easy to use oxygen meter with features ideal for use
in aquaculture and other facilities with individual,
large ponds. It measures both dissolved oxygen and
temperature and has 4 relay outputs. The dissolved
oxygen measurement is compensated for
atmospheric pressure, which permits accurate
control of aerators. The user can link set points
to parameters as desired. Set points can then be
linked to output relays. It is also possible to link
set points together. This permits, for example,
an aerator to be started both from a D.O. set point
and a temperature set point.

Anti-fouling cap
The OxyGuard anti-fouling cap reduces membrane
fouling significantly. Membrane fouling changes
the sensitivity of the probe, and can otherwise be a
problem in warm salt or brackish water.

Probe cleaner control
The OxyGuard probe cleaner uses compressed air,
and has proved very effective. You can use a timer
and relay in Atlantic to control the compressed air,
and a second timer to “freeze” the output
while cleaning.

mg/L (ppm), % saturation and °C

Automatic calibration

Atlantic has a barometric pressure sensor,
and the probe incorporates a temperature sensor.
This gives you correct values of dissolved oxygen
in both mg/L and % saturation.

Calibration with Atlantic is easy. Just wipe the
membrane, place the probe in the air and start
the process.

Safety first

Aerator control saves energy
You can save energy by letting Atlantic control
your aerators automatically. They will then only
run when more oxygen is needed. If you also use
aerators for temperature control you can logically
link a temperature setpoint and a D.O. setpoint so
that the aerator will run if the D.O. is too low or if
the temperature is too high.

Atlantic has 4 relay outputs and 8 set points. There
will always be at least one relay output that can be
used to give alarm if the oxygen level goes too low
or the temperature too high. And since Atlantic
measures both parameters and has logical linking
you only need to use one relay.

Timer functions
Atlantic has 8 timers that can be used for a number
of purposes. For example, alarm can be delayed
so that only a sustained fault results in alarm
being given.

the excess oxygen away. On the other hand, if D.O.
levels are under 100%, then aeration is sensible.
Atlantic can control both propellers and aerators.
For example by aerating to high D.O. levels when
the water is cool and the D.O. less than 100% sat,
then maintaining circulation when the water warms
and the oxygen level is pushed over 100%.
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION AND PRICING.

Link aeration and circulation
If surface D.O. levels are very high—above 100%
sat—then it makes sense to start circulation
propellers to send some of this oxygen-rich water
to lower levels. Starting aerators would only blow

OXYGUARD PROBE SPECS
MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLE

Oxygen: Galvanic oxygen partial
pressure cell, self-polarizing,
self-temperature compensating.

WEIGHT

Probe alone 0.2 kg.
Probe with 7m cable 0.5 kg.

ACCURACY

Depends on calibration and conditions.
Typical better than +/-1% of value.

TEMPERATURE

Precision NTC

CONNECTIONS

Cable, 4 lead,
standard cable length = 7 m.

OUTPUT STABILITY

In air at constant temperature stable
to within +/-1% over 1 year.

DIMENSIONS

Diameter = 58 mm, length = 59 mm.

MEASUREMENT RANGE

0 to 20 mg/L (ppm)/0 to 200% sat,
higher on request. Temp. from -5°C.

ACCURACY, TEMPERATURE

+/- 0.3°C.

OPERATING CONDITIONS

0 to 40°C, pressure to 2 bar.
Higher on request.

STORAGE TEMPERATURE

-5 to +60°C.

ATLANTIC TRANSMITTER SPECS
CONSTRUCTION

ABS enclosure with display, indicators,
pushbuttons and alarm buzzer.

STORAGE CONDITIONS

-10 to +60°. Max. 90% humidity
non-condensing.

ANALOGUE OUTPUT

4-20 mA. Max. load 820 ohm (total).
User selectable range & parameter. Fully
galvanically isolated from all inputs.

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

213 x 185 x 95 mm, 1.2 kg.

MEASUREMENT INPUTS

From probe: mV oxygen signal,
resistance temperature signal.
Scaleable ranges.

DISPLAY

Graphical LCD with backlight. Max 4
figures, 2 decimals, 13 mm height.

SUPPLY & CONSUMPTION

230VAC, 115VAC +/-10% or 9 to 36VDC.
10 W. Specify when ordering.

LOGICAL FUNCTIONS

Direct, inverted, multiply. With “and”
and “not and” linking.

ALARMS

8, variable hysteresis about set point.
Selectable parameter, values & linking.

OPERATING CONDITIONS

-10 to +50°C. Max. 90% humidity
non-condensing. Enclosure IP65.

COMPENSATION INPUT

4-20 mA. Scaleable. Max voltage
drop 5V at 20 mA.

PARAMETERS

mg/L (ppm); % sat; % vol; mbar O2,
temperature. Can be scaled and linked.

RELAY OUTPUTS:

4, with potential free changeover
(SPDT) contacts. Selectable mode (direct
or inverted), and linking to parameter or
logical argument.
Max load 200VA or 1A AC, recommended
max 24 VAC (abs. max 250 VAC).
2A at 24 VDC.

CONVERSION ACCURACY

To display and analogue
output < +/- 0.1%.
Non-linearity and repeatability
typically < +/- 0.1% of actual value.

TIMERS

8, from 1 second to 999999 seconds
(11 days). Selectable period, duty cycle
and offset. Can activate or be activated
by alarm. Can freeze the output.
Can activate relays. Can be reset
from front panel.
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242 CONTROLLERS/MONITORS
pH/ORP Controllers

PH/CO2 CONTROLLER

Automate CO2 dosing to ensure your plants get
the right amount for respiration. Just plug a 115V
solenoid valve (not included) into the socket
supplied for dosing and your CO2 supply to the
solenoid. The included pH electrode measures
0 to 14 pH (± .2 pH accuracy) and has manual
2-point calibration. Controller has a set point
range of 5.5 to 9.5 pH and a visual LED alarm that
activates when the reading goes above the set
point. Uses a 115V/60 Hz to 12VDC adapter
(included) and measures 31/4" x 51/2" x 11/2".
Two-year warranty on the base unit, six months
on the probe. Ship weight is 2 lbs.
MODEL		
MC122

2-YEAR WARRANTY

EACH

MC122

PH/CO2 SMART CONTROLLER

SM911

REPL. PH PROBE

44.09

CAL7

PH CALIBRATION SOLUTION 7.0

13.99

CAL4

PH CALIBRATION SOLUTION 4.01

13.99

CAL10

PH CALIBRATION SOLUTION 10.0

13.99

ORP CONTROLLER
Plug an ozone generator into this Smart
controller’s power socket, and it will dose until
it determines that the ORP set point is reached.
Simply dial the set point from 0 to 600 mV. The
controller will automatically switch on again if the
ORP value falls above or below (user selected) the
set point, and a visual LED alarm will activate while
the reading is low. Controller can measure ±1,000
mV (±5 mV accuracy). ORP electrode and 115V/60
Hz to 12VDC adapter are included. Two-year
warranty on the base unit, six months on the probe.
Ship weight is 3 lbs.
MODEL		

EACH

MC510

ORP CONTROLLER

$155.89

SM921

REPL. ORP PROBE

47.29

7021

ORP CALIBRATION SOLUTION 240 MV

28.39

7022

ORP CALIBRATION SOLUTION 470 MV

26.29
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MC510

2-YEAR WARRANTY

$138.39

CONTROLLERS/MONITORS

243

Alarms

AUTO DIALER ALARM SYSTEMS
Sensaphone® alarms pay for themselves by preventing disasters and reducing
man-hours. Built-in microphone monitors sound—call at any time and listen in
from a remote location. Units call you when there is a problem and speak in
plain English. Use your regular phone line (separate line not needed). They
recognize and bypass all answering machines and continue dialing until they
contact a person. Auto shut-down after the 16th attempt (four phone numbers,
four dial attempts on rotation—up to 255 attempts). A200 can contact up to
eight people. One-year warranty.

Important Features
• Continues dialing numbers in sequence for 16–255 attempts
• Most sensors can be mounted up to 150 feet away with 18–22 gauge wire
• Can dial out to beepers and pagers
• Backup battery condition monitor

A2

• Built-in clock
• Programmable security code access
• Variable AC power failure alarm
•	Compatible with cellular telephones (for dialing out) equipped with an RJ11
telephone jack

AUTO DIALER ALARM ACCESSORIES
Mount these sensors up to 150 feet away from the auto dialer!
A2B Water Detection Sensor: Set on the floor to alert if flooding occurs. Small
sensors on bottom of unit will send a signal if water is detected.
A2C Magnetic Reed Switch: Install on doors, windows, etc. Will cause dial-out
when contacts are opened.

A2B

A2C

AT5 Remote Temperature Probe: Measures water or air temperature up to 50'
from unit. Triggers a dial-out when temperature passes high and low
set limits. 50' of PTFE-jacketed cable included. Weighs 0.02 lb.
A3 Remote Temperature Sensor: Monitors room temperature. Simply attach to
a wall and run wire (not included) to a terminal. Triggers dial-out if temperature
passes high or low set limits. Can also be used under water if wire connections
are thoroughly sealed. Can be used with up to 150' of cable. Weighs 0.2 lb.
A2S Smoke Detector: 115VAC photoelectric smoke alarm (85 dB) with two sets
of alarm contacts. 5" diameter, 2.5" H. Weighs 0.5 lb.

A3B

A3B Passive Infrared Motion Detector: Can detect movement within a facility to
determine unauthorized entry. Weighs 0.4 lb.

		
MODEL		

SHIP WT
(LBS)

AT5

EACH

A2

MAX OF 4 SENSORS, PLASTIC HOUSING

3

$497.69

A200

MAX OF 8 SENSORS, PLASTIC HOUSING

5

748.69

A2B*

WATER DETECTION SENSOR		

118.09

A2C*

MAGNETIC REED SWITCH		

14.69

AT5

REMOTE TEMPERATURE PROBE		

81.89

A3*

REMOTE TEMPERATURE SENSOR		

31.49

A2S

SMOKE DETECTOR		

81.89

A3B*

PASSIVE INFRARED MOTION DETECTOR		

112.19

A3C*

HUMIDISTAT		

43.09

ALL COMPONENTS SOLD SEPARATELY

*Wires or cables not included. Use 18–22 gauge wire.
Sensaphone® is a registered trademark of Phonetics, Inc.
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